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SUMMARY
An integrated approach to the understanding of charge-controlled
electronic devices is presented. Although only vacuum triodes and
diffusion-type transistors are discussed in detail, the methods suggested
are also applicable to gas-filled and multi-electrode vacuum structures,
to surface-barrier and to drift-type transistors, and to space-charge-
limited solid-state devices. The treatment is tutorial in nature, and
begins with the development of general equations of current flow
applicable in any medium. The principles of charge-controlled devices
are then summarized, and a general functional relationship between
the total charge in transit and the transit time is developed. These
results are then applied in turn to vacuum and semiconductor diodes
and triodes to derive in a remarkably simple and consistent manner
the salient features of their operation. 'Ideal' vacuum triode and
transistor structures are first discussed, and the voltage and current
amplification factors are then introduced as arbitrary parameters to
account for practical departures from ideality. Specific results
obtained are the d.c. characteristics and incremental equivalent
circuits for each device. The model established for the transistor is
identical with the hybrid-77 circuit due to Giacoletto, and both low- and
high-level injection conditions are included. Finally, it is suggested
that the transistor collector saturation current with open base is a
more fundamental quantity than that with open emitter, and the
temperature dependence of the base-emitter voltage is shown to be
linear at any injection level. Throughout, emphasis is on the principles
involved and on the method of approach, and a particular effort is
made to present the development of the vacuum and the semiconductor
devices in a completely analogous manner.
Ceg, Cep,
LIST OF PRINCIPAL SYMBOLS
For simplicity in mathematics, the unit-area approach is used
throughout; the few departures from this will be obvious.
Ci, C2 = Input and output intrinsic capacitances.
Cec = Capacitances from equivalent grid plane to
grid, anode and cathode (Fig. 6).
C,(C,C, Cte) = Transition-region capacitance (at collector and
emitter).
D(Dn, Dp) = Diffusion constant (of electrons and holes).
E = Electric field.
G|, G2 = Input and output intrinsic conductances.
I\, 12 = Input and output current densities.
Is = Saturation current density [eqn. (91), metal-
semiconductor; eqn. (118), p-n junction].
Na = Acceptor density.
Nd — Donor density.
Q = Total charge in transit.
T — Absolute temperature.
V = Potential.
Vy, V2 = Input and output voltages.
Va = Vacuum-diode anode voltage.
Vb = (i) Semiconductor diode voltage (Sections 5
and 6.1). (ii) Base-emitter voltage (Sec-
tion 6.2).
Dr. Middlebrook is Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering at the California
Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California.
Vc — Collector voltage.
Ve = Equivalent grid-plane voltage.
Vg = Grid voltage.
Vj = Voltage across transition region.
Vp = (i) Anode voltage (Section 4). (ii) Voltage
across charge-neutral /^-region (Section 6).
Vs = Diffusion potential (Fig. 8).
Wb = Barrier height (Fig. 8).
Wg = Energy gap between valence and conduction
bands.
Wf = Fermi level.
W, = kTje.
<f>m = Work function of a metal.
</>s = Work function of a semiconductor.
Z = nQlpp, injection-level parameter.
dud2 = Distances from grid plane to cathode and plate.
e = Magnitude of electronic charge.
gm = Transconductance.
i — Current density.
/„ = Electron current density.
k = Boltzmann's constant.
m — Mass of electron.
n = (i) Exponent in relation rt cc l/Q". (ii) Elec-
tron density.
/70 = Injected electron density.
rij = Intrinsic carrier density.
nn, np = Equilibrium electron density in /i-region and
jp-region.
p = Hole density.
Po = Hole density at edge of transition region
[eqn. (102)].
pn, pp = Equilibrium hole density in n-region and
/7-region.
v = Charge velocity.
w = (i) Anode-cathode distance in vacuum diode
(Section 4). (ii) Thickness of charge-neutral
/7-region (Section 6).
ws = Transition region thickness in equilibrium
(Figs. 8 and 10).
xt = Transition-region thickness.
j8 = Ratio of incremental collector and base
currents.
8 — Geometry-dependent parameter defined in
eqn. (78).
e(e0) = Permittivity (of free space).
eS\Cep = CJC2 = Ratio of incremental anode and grid
voltages at constant current.
r, = Average transit time.
p = Charge density.
pa = Fixed negative charge density.
pd = Fixed positive charge density.
pe = Net charge density.
pn = Mobile negative charge density.
pp — Mobile positive charge density.
fxp) = Mobility (of electrons and holes).
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(1) INTRODUCTION
Whenever a new field of endeavour is opened up, much effort
is expended in investigating all possible avenues of advance in
the understanding and application of the new ideas. Inevitably
some of these avenues are later recognized to be more funda-
mental or important than others: only the cumulative experience
of many workers can lead to a realization of the proper perspec-
tive into which the many separate items of knowledge in the
field should be placed.
Such a crystallization of the salient features in the theory and
application of the ordinary vacuum tube has long since been
attained. This happy condition is at present evolving in the
theory and application of transistors, although the process is
far from complete, since new semiconductor devices continue to
appear at a rapid rate. Upon contemplation of the basic
theories of the vacuum tube and the transistor, it soon becomes
apparent that a further step in the evolution of each is desirable—
that of combining the two theories into one, in which the tube
and the transistor are examples of a general active device.
Although many workers have suggested similarities between
tubes and transistors, the way to a really integrated treatment of
both devices has been suggested only recently by Johnson and
Rose1 in the United States and by Sparkes and Beaufoy2 in
England, who have pointed out that the tube and the transistor
are both fundamentally charge-controlled devices, and not, as
had previously been believed, voltage-controlled and current-
controlled devices respectively.
The paper represents an attempt to follow up the basic
charge-control approach, to integrate the treatment of current
flow in vacuo and in a solid, and to derive in a remarkably
simple manner the salient features of vacuum and semiconductor
diodes and triodes. In Section 2 the basic equations of current
flow are established, applicable to charge motion in vacuo, in
solids, and in electrolytes. The Einstein relation between the
mobility and the diffusion constant of a carrier follows directly
from a discussion of the mechanisms of drift and diffusion flow.
In Section 3 some results of Johnson and Rose on the basic
properties of charge-controlled devices are reviewed, and it is
shown that the transit time of charged carriers across the active
region is proportional to the nth power of the total charge in
transit, where n = 0 when the current is diffusion limited, 0 • 5
when it is space-charge limited in vacuo, and 1 when it is space-
charge limited in a solid. A simple incremental equivalent
circuit is presented which is independent of the type of charge-
controlled device.
The basic current-flow equations are applied to vacuum diodes
and triodes in Section 4, to obtain the fundamental relationship
between external voltages and currents in terms of total charge
and transit time. The properties of the practical vacuum triode
are obtained very simply from those of an 'ideal' triode (whose
grid draws no current and exerts sole control over the anode
current) by introducing the voltage amplification factor as an
arbitrary geometry-dependent parameter. Application of the
results of Section 2 leads to equations for the element values in
incremental models of the vacuum diode and triode.
In Section 5 some basic properties of metal-semiconductor
junctions are considered in order to introduce the important
assumption of a sharp discontinuity between charge-depletion
and charge-neutral regions in a semiconductor. The voltage
dependence of the thickness of the charge-depletion region at a
junction is derived, and the rectifier characteristic and transition-
region capacitance are discussed.
The basic current-flow equations are applied to semiconductor
diodes and triodes in Section 6. The procedure of applying
these equations to the charge-depletion region and to the charge-
neutral region separately, and then matching boundary condi-
tions, is emphasized. General but simple results applicable to
both low- and high-level injection are presented. The properties
of the practical semiconductor triode (transistor) are obtained
very simply from those of an 'ideal' triode (whose base draws no
current and exerts sole control over the collector current) by
introducing the current amplification factor as an arbitrary
geometry-dependent parameter. A feature of the treatment is
that the transistor is discussed throughout in terms of the
common-emitter configuration, so avoiding the artificial and
unrealistic technique of first deriving all the parameters in the
common-base connection and then transforming them for the
common-emitter one. Application of the results of Section 2
leads to an incremental equivalent model identical with the
hybrid-7r model introduced by Giacoletto.3 Equations for the
model element values are given for both low- and high-level
injection conditions. Finally, the temperature dependences of
the collector saturation current and base to emitter voltage are
discussed, and it is suggested that the collector current with open
base is a more fundamental quantity than that with open
emitter.
Although only a few specific devices are discussed in the paper,
the general approach is applicable to all types of charge-con-
trolled device, such as gas tubes and space-charge-limited
solid-state structures. Some comparisons between gaseous and
semiconductor devices have already been drawn by Webster,4
and the analogy between space-charge-limited current flow in
vacuo and in a semiconductor was first discussed by Shockley
and Prim.5 It is felt that the approach here described is
capable of even further generalization in order to integrate the
theory of a large class of electronic devices into a complete
whole.
(2) BASIC EQUATIONS OF CURRENT FLOW
In order to cause a current to flow, a potential gradient
must exist. To determine the current density, /, at any
point, the charge density, p, and charge velocity, v, must be
known. There are thus, in general, four unknowns involved
in the solution for the current in a given physical device,
namely /, p, v, and V, some or all of which may be functions
of positions and of time, and so four equations relating these
variables are required (magnetic fields are not considered).
The simultaneous solution of these equations will be subject to
boundary conditions imposed by the particular physical device.
In a given structure the sources of charge density may be
both mobile and fixed charges of both signs. Thus distinction
must be made between the net charge density, pe, which is the
algebraic sum of the charge densities of all sources, and the
charge density p due to one source. With this in mind, three
of the four required equations between the four variables may be
stated as follows:
Maxwell's equation:
Poisson's equation:
Continuity equation:
Tit
= e(g — r) — V. (pv)
together with the subsidiary relation
Pe = Pp + Pn + Pd + Pa
(1)
(2)
(3)
• • (4)
The p which appears in the first and third equations is to be
taken as pp or pn depending on whether current flow due to
positive or to negative charges is to be considered, and g and r
are respectively the rate of appearance and disappearance of
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the charge density pp or pn as appropriate. In specific physical
circumstances, eqn. (4) may be expressed in terms of more
familiar quantities as follows. For electrons in a vacuum, pp
and pa are each zero and pn = — en. For electrons and positive
ions in a vacuum or for negative and positive ions in an elec-
trolyte, pd and pa are each zero, and pp = ep and pn = — en.
For electrons and holes in a semiconductor, pd — eNd and
pa= - eNa, and pp = ep and pn = - en.
The fourth required equation between the variables i, p, v
and V involves the detailed mechanism by which the velocity is
imparted to the charge carrier. Since usually a large number
of carriers will be present, in random thermal motion, it becomes
necessary to consider two limiting cases: one in which the
dimensions of the device of interest are short and one in which
they are long compared with the mean free path between
thermal collisions. In the first case each carrier can be con-
sidered individually, and in the second only the average motion
of large numbers of carriers can be usefully discussed. Fortu-
nately, one or the other of the limiting cases is well approximated
in practical structures.
When the device dimensions are small compared with the
mean free path, the velocity attained by a mobile carrier
(assumed negatively charged) is easily found from the basic
relations
dv dvf= m— = mv—J
 dt dr
dV
dr
. . . (5)
(6)
where / is the force on the carrier due to the potential gradient
and r is the direction of the potential gradient. From eqns. (5)
and (6) the velocity attained by a carrier starting from rest at
zero potential is
lie
v = J —
v m
yi/2 (7)
This is thus the fourth relation between the variables, for the
given condition. It may also be noted that under these con-
ditions the acceleration is constant and the velocity increases
linearly with time in a constant potential gradient. Current
resulting from charge velocity governed by these conditions may
be called a free-acceleration current.
Statistical methods must be used under conditions in which
the device dimensions are large compared with the mean free
path, when each carrier suffers many collisions in transit through
the device. In the presence of a potential gradient a charge
carrier will be accelerated in accordance with eqn. (5), but will
suffer a collision after travelling, on the average, one mean free
path. If the energy gained from the field during the acceleration
is small compared with the thermal energy, the velocity after the
collision will be random in direction. On the average, therefore,
a carrier starts from rest during each interval between collisions
and attains (superimposed on the random thermal velocity) an
average drift velocity over many such intervals which is propor-
tional to the potential gradient. This assumption breaks down
at high fields, since the condition mentioned above is no longer
valid.
A carrier can acquire an average velocity superimposed on its
random thermal velocity as a result of either a potential gradient
or a density gradient. The argument in justification of this
statement proceeds as follows. As a result of thermal collisions,
either between themselves or with a fixed crystal lattice, carriers
tend to diffuse away from regions of higher density. This motion
may be imagined as being due to a 'density-gradient force', and
if the carriers are charged, such motion constitutes a diffusion
current. The average density-gradient force on each carrier can
be considered to impart an acceleration to the carrier just as
does a potential-gradient force. The fundamental similarity of
drift current in a potential gradient and diffusion current in a
density gradient may be made more apparent by the following
derivation of quantitative expressions for the two types of carrier
flow. The philosophy of this argument has been anticipated by
Parker in connection with electron and ion drift and diffusion in
plasmas.6
Consider negatively-charged carriers at a point where the
charge density is p and the density gradient dp\dr is in the direc-
tion r. Consider two parallel planes distance hr apart, per-
pendicular to the direction r. The carriers in the vicinity of
the two planes may be considered as a gas and to exert a partial
pressure P which is known from statistical mechanics to be
given by7
P — - n n w 1 = — — p m v 2 ' . . . . ( 8 )
where n is the density of carriers of mass m and v1 is the mean
square thermal velocity. The net force F per unit area on the
carriers between the planes is therefore in the /--direction and is
F = 3e
pmv1 + 1 / .dpTe\P+T
1 -A dp.
- mv2 - -for3 e dr
(9)
00)
This result may be written
_ 2
 f37l dp*F= -eW for3 e dr . • • (11)
where e W = \mvl is the mean thermal kinetic energy of the
carrier. The number of carriers contained between the planes
per unit area is nSr; hence the average force exerted on one
carrier i s / = F/nSr — — eF/pSr:
3 p dr (12)
This may be considered an average force exerted on a carrier
due to a density gradient, to which, in general, must be added
the force due to the potential gradient, so that the total force /,
on a carrier is
dV 2 1 dpft — e— ~eW—fJ
 dr 3 p dr
= eVV-'-efY-Vp
(13)
(14)
in which the direction of the total force is implicit. As
described above, the velocity does not increase indefinitely
because of collisions. If W and Vp do not change during a
free time t, a carrier will travel a distance s = %at2, where a is
the acceleration due to/,. The mean distance travelled by many
carriers is s = \afi, which for an exponential distribution of free
times can be shown8 to be s = at2. Hence the mean velocity
averaged over many collisions is v = sji = at. With use of the
relation /, = ma, the mean velocity is
m m
which may be written
v = u,VV - D-Vpp
(15)
(16)
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where the term in V V is the drift component and that in V/o is
the diffusion component of the velocity. By definition,
= ei/m (17)
(18)
Eqn. (16) is the fourth relation between the variables /, p, v
and V, this time applicable when the device dimensions are
large compared with the mean free path of the carriers (e.g. to
electrons and positive ions in a plasma, to negative and positive
ions in an electrolyte, to electrons in a metal, and to electrons
and holes in a semiconductor). A more useful relationship may
be obtained between [x and D than that given by eqn. (18) in
special cases: electrons in a metal obey Fermi-Dirac statistics,
for which the mean kinetic energy is given by9
W=-Wf (19)
where Wf is the height of Fermi level above the bottom of the
conduction band. Hence, for metals,
5
(20)
In all the other applicable cases listed above the carriers usually
obey Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics, for which the mean energy
is given by10
W=\— (21)
Hence, for plasmas, electrolytes and semiconductors,
D _ kT
p~ e
(22)
This result is known as Einstein's relation, and was first applied
to electrolytes.
The four equations necessary to solve for /, p, v and V are
thus in general given by eqns. (l)-(3) and eqns. (7) or (16) as
appropriate:
•
 8 £
 (23,
(24)
(25)
v =
V2e— V1'2 free accelerationm
drift . . .
-- D-Vp diffusion
P
together with the subsidiary relation
Pe = Pp + Pn + Pd + Pa
. . (26a)
. . (26b)
. (26c)
(27)
It is convenient to make immediately two basic approxima-
tions. First, the generation and recombination term in eqn. (25)
is ignored; in semiconductors and plasmas this amounts to
saying that in the time it takes carriers to cross the device there
is negligible change in density from these causes; for electrons
in vacuo no approximation is involved, since generation and
recombination cannot occur, and so this term is identically zero.
Second, the time-dependent terms in eqns. (23) and (25) are
ignored. This implies the condition that in the time it takes
carriers to cross the device there is negligible change in the
density or in the field; under these assumptions, eqns. (23) and
(25) may be combined, and under the further restriction of one-
dimensional current flow the basic equations reduce to
/ = pv independent of position
dx1
(28)
(29)
v =
V ie— V{l2 free acceleration . . (2>0a)m
^dx
— D—{- diffusionp dx
together with the subsidiary relation
Pe = Pp + Pn + Pd + Pa
(306)
(30)
(31)
The basic equations of current flow will be applied to some
specific structures after some general properties of charge-
controlled devices are discussed in the next Section.
(3) CHARGE-CONTROL DEVICES
Johnson and Rose1 have shown how the basic principles of
many vacuum and semiconductor devices may be described very
simply in terms of charge-control relations. Some of their
results are here summarized and generalized.
The principle of a charge-controlled device is that of control
of the current between two output electrodes by means of the
charge placed on a third electrode, the gate. This simple and
general arrangement is shown in Fig. 1, where the geometry of
+ v, charge density
charge velocity
current density
Fig. 1.—Arbitrary geometry and polarity conventions for a
charge-controlled device.
The output current I2 in the conducting channel is controlled by the charge on
the gate.
the conducting path between the output electrodes is arbitrary,
and in which the gate is shown schematically in order to avoid,
for the present, a discussion of its physical structure. For con-
venience, one output electrode is earthed and may also be
considered the reference terminal for the gate. The following
relation holds between the output current density I2, the total
charge in transit Q (per unit cross-section of base), and the
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average transit time r, of the carriers between the output
electrodes:
h=Qlrt (32)
This is a relation of fundamental importance.
The prime purpose of the device is to provide a means of
controlling the output current. This is usually most conveniently
accomplished by controlling the charge in transit. The rate of
change of I2 with Q is then a quantity of interest:
dQ
9.H\
t dQJ
(33)
In general, rt is not independent of Q, and, in fact, a definite
functional relationship exists for each of the three types of current
discussed in the previous Section. This relationship may be
established as follows. The four quantities /, p, v and V can
in principle be determined completely as functions of position
in a device of arbitrary but fixed geometry and subject to a
known set of applied voltages or currents. If the electrical
boundary conditions are changed in such a way that the charge
density is increased at all points by some factor, the total charge
is increased by the same factor. Hence
Qccp (34)
Similarly, if the electrical boundary conditions are changed so
that the charge velocity is increased at all points by some factor,
the average transit time is decreased by the same factor. Hence
T, oc Ijv (35)
Likewise, relations can be found between v and Ffrom eqn. (26):
f V1!2 free acceleration "j
v oc I V drift L . . (36)
[ const, diffusion J
From eqn. (24), pe oz V, and if the net charge density pe is
made up entirely of the charge density of the carrier whose
current is being considered, then
poc V (37)
Replacement of pe by p is exact for electrons in vacuo because
pp, pd and pa are each zero, but is only approximate for space-
charge-limited flow of carriers in a semiconductor. Combining
the above relations gives
T, oc
—Yn space-charge-limited free acceleration
^ current
1
Q space-charge-limited drift current
const, diffusion current
(38)
Hence a general functional relationship exists between rt and
Q such that
(39)oc —Qn
where n = 0 for diffusion current, 0-5 for space-charge-limited
free-acceleration current, and 1 for space-charge-limited drift
current. It then follows from eqn. (33) that in a charge-
controlled device
dl2
~dQ
+n
. . . (40)
The next step is to determine how the charge may be changed.
This is the function of the gate, which is such that a change in
the gate charge, q, gives rise to an equal and opposite change in
Q (in the absence of charge multiplication effects such as
avalanche breakdown). In general, a change in gate (input)
potential Vx will be required to change the gate charge q.
Define
(41)
as the incremental input capacitance, which may or may not be
dependent on Vx. Similarly, define
r-> _ dfi (42)
as the incremental output capacitance, which may or may not
be dependent on V2. The dependence of the output current on
the input and output voltages may now be found as
a/,
G, =
*Q
n)Cx
n)C2
(43)
(44)
where the one-to-one relationship between changes in q and Q
is employed. The input admittance may contain a conductive
as well as a capactive component, defined as
(45)
but explicit expressions for G{ must await discussion of specific
structures.
It must be emphasized that all the above five circuit parameters
have been defined as differential coefficients, and thus represent
incremental elements whose values depend on the particular
operating point. An incremental circuit model may be con-
structed as shown in Fig. 2. It should also be borne in mind
- v 2
Fig. 2.—Basic incremental model of a charge-controlled device.
that the five parameters have been defined as short-circuit quan-
tities, and hence part of the admittances Gx, Cx and G2, C2 may
be bridged directly between input and output rather than
directly to earth. This possibility will be considered further in
specific cases, but is neglected at present to avoid obscuring the
fundamental properties. It may further be noted that the
incremental model shown in Fig. 2 contains only intrinsic
elements, i.e. those directly related to the charge in transit, and
does not include extrinsic elements such as direct inter-electrode
capacitance, ohmic lead resistance or leakage conductance.
The transconductance, gm, represents the essential property of
the device. From eqn. (43) it is seen that a large value of Cx
is necessary for a large transconductance, and the input capaci-
tance is therefore an integral part of the device. On the other
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hand, the input conductance, Gu merely represents a loss of
input current, and C2 and G2 merely represent a loss of output
current; hence these elements may be considered as 'parasitic'
in contrast with the 'essential' elements £•„_ and C\.
Some incremental circuit properties of the charge-controlled
device for sinusoidal signals are of interest. The current gain,
Gh in the presence of a load conductance GL is
Gi = gJr , 1 . r ) ( r ,.% , r ) • (46)
A special case of interest is the low-frequency short-circuit
current gain /?, defined by
8mP = (47)
The voltage gain, Gv, in the presence of a load conductance GL is
S
G2 + jcoC2 + GL (48)
One special case of interest is the low-frequency open-circuit
voltage gain /a, defined by
•--pr = -^ . . (49)
by eqns. (43) and (44). Another special case of interest is the
low-frequency voltage gain when the load conductance is large:
GV\GL>G2, (50)
It has been shown above how the small-signal circuit properties
of a charge-controlled device can be expressed very simply in
terms of a few fundamental relations. Explicit equations for
the circuit parameters may be obtained by application of the
basic current-flow equations of Section 2 to specific device types
and geometries. The following Sections indicate how the
important characteristics of vacuum tubes and transistors may
be determined by this approach.
(4) VACUUM DEVICES
The fundamental characteristics of low-frequency vacuum
tubes can be simply derived by consideration, first of the proper-
ties of a metal-vacuum junction (thermionic emission), and
second of the application of the basic current-flow equations to
electrons in vacuo. Finally, application of the basic charge-
control relations leads to equations for the elements in the
incremental model.
(4.1) The Vacuum Diode
Electrons in random thermal motion in a metal constitute a
random thermal current. On the average, of course, the net
current is zero. However, it is frequently convenient to consider
the unidirectional random thermal current, i.e. the thermal
current in one direction which in thermal equilibrium is balanced
by an equal current in the opposite direction. Since such
electrons possess a range of energies whose distribution is
expressed by the Fermi-Dirac distribution function, it is also
convenient to consider the unidirectional thermal current which
is due only to electrons with energies above some specified
value WQ. If this value is appreciably above the Fermi levelfVf, electrons above WQ obey Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics to a
good approximation, and it can then be shown that the unidirec-
tional thermal current, Is, due to electrons with energies above
WQ is given by11
Is = ATH~W^ (51)
where A is a coefficient of value 1-20 x 106amp/m2/degK2,
Wt=\W0-Wf\, and Wt = kT/e.
The electron current emitted from the surface of a metal can
now be found by setting W$ in eqn. (51) equal to the work
function, (f>m, of the material (Fig. 3), i.e. the thermionic emission
unidirectional random
thermal current -
thermionic —
emission current
work
function
Fermi level
electron
energy
Fig. 3.—Energy diagram at the surface of a metal.
current is merely the unidirectional random thermal current of
electrons in the metal with energies sufficient to overcome the
work function. However, because of various effects due to the
major crystal discontinuity at the surface, the numerical value
of A in eqn. (51) varies rather widely from one material to
another. Since practical values of the work function exceed
leV, it is necessary to heat the metal to obtain an emission
current of a magnitude useful for electronic device purposes.
It must be remembered that the current given by eqn. (51) is
the unidirectional current, and that the net current is the
algebraic sum of this and any current which may flow in the
opposite direction. Therefore the actual emission current from
a metal surface is only equal to Is if no electrons are returned to
the surface: this requires an electric field external to the metal
to draw away electrons as they are emitted. Moreover, the
electric field must be sufficiently strong to penetrate the negative
space-charge set up by the emitted electrons. If this condition
is not fulfilled, electrons will be returned to the metal by repul-
sion from the space charge of those already emitted, and the net
current from the surface will be less than Is. An expression for
the net current emitted may be found by application of the basic
current equations (electron flow in vacuo). For this purpose
an accelerating potential must be applied, and the simplest
geometry to consider is that of a parallel-plate diode as shown
n, V
anode
_
Va
cathode
Fig. 4.—Geometry of a parallel-plate vacuum diode, and potential
and electron density distributions in space-charge-limited current
flow.
in Fig. 4, where the anode with accelerating voltage Va is a
distance w from a heated emitting cathode.
The equations of current flow applicable to electrons in a
vacuum are included as special cases of eqns. (28)—(31). For
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parallel-plate (one-dimensional) geometry, and for pp =
pa = 0, the reduced equations are
J _
dE
dx
— env
d2V
dx2
independent of x
en
eo
• (52)
• (53)
V
(54)
where pe = pn = — en. It is convenient to write I = —i
since the conventional current is positive in the — x direction
in Fig. 4. The method of solution recently reintroduced by
Moullin12 is most appropriate from the charge-control aspect:
the electron density, n, is eliminated between eqns. (52) and
(53), and then with v = dxjdt, integration of the result leads to
E= (55)
where the usual first-order approximation of zero electric field
at the cathode is made. Now, instead of using eqn. (54) it is
more convenient to employ directly the fundamental relation
upon which eqn. (54) is based, namely Newton's law
d2x
Eqns. (55) and (56) then give
d2x
"di2
_ e I_
m e0
(56)
. . . (57)
which, as Moullin has pointed out, implies that the accelerating
force on an electron in transit may be considered as being due
only to the total electron charge behind that electron.
Direct integration of eqn. (57), with the other usual first-order
approximation of zero initial velocity at the cathode, leads to the
following expressions for the velocity and position of an electron
as functions of time:
dt 2m €Q
e I
x= 1om e0
(58)
(59)
The transit time of electrons from cathode to anode is then
given by putting x = w in eqn. (58), as
(60)\rr)
By making use of the basic charge-control relation Q = Irt, the
transit time and the current can each be expressed in terms of
the total charge in transit Q, i.e.
(61)
\ e W2
6men
(62)
It may be noted that eqn. (61) corroborates the general functional
relationship between rt and Q developed in Section 3. The
anode potential Va can also be found in terms of Q through
eqn. (54), where the velocity at the anode is obtained by putting
t = T, in eqn. (58):
Va = —wQ (63)
Finally, elimination of Q between eqns. (62) and (63) leads to
the familiar three-halves power-law relation between 1 and Va:
9 V m >v2 (64)
The 2-electrode vacuum diode is a degenerate form of charge-
control device in which the input and output terminals are the
same, namely the anode. Hence in calculating incremental
parameters from the charge-control formulae of Section 3,
subscripts 1 and 2 can be omitted and thus
~Wn~ 3^
from eqns. (42) and (63), and
(1 + n)C
(65)
(66)
(67)
from eqn. (44), since « = 0-5 for free-acceleration electron
motion in vacuo. The incremental conductance G may be
expressed in terms of either the anode current or the anode
voltage by eqn. (61) and either eqn. (62) or (63):
££iV
3m) 3 \m 2 Vn (68)
It may be noted that the incremental conductance increases as
the cube root of the operating current, while the incremental
capacitance is constant at four-thirds times the electrostatic value
in the absence of space charge.
(4.2) The Vacuum Triode
In order to convert the 2-electrode vacuum diode into a
3-electrode control device, some means must be found of con-
trolling the electron charge in transit between cathode and
anode, i.e. a gate structure should be introduced in the electron
path. Ideally, the charge placed on the gate should be the sole
controlling agent and the gate should draw no current itself.
Under these conditions the input conductance would be zero,
and the anode voltage would have no effect on the charge in
transit, thus making the output conductance and capacitance
both zero.
Since in a parallel-plate diode the cathode current is determined
by the potential and position of a unipotential plane (the anode),
the ideal gate structure would be a unipotential plane. However,
in order that the gate should draw no current, the gate should
be permeable to electrons so that all the cathode current could
pass through the gate and reach the anode. A metallic layer
a few atoms thick (less than the mean free path of electrons in
the metal) would fulfil these requirements. Although a physical
structure of this type is not practical, it is of interest to derive
the properties of such an ideal triode.
Let an ideal gate be placed a distance d{ from a planar cathode,
and let an anode be placed a distance d2 from the gate, as shown
in Fig. 5. If the gate is given a positive potential Va, the expres-
sions relating current, voltage, charge density and transit time
between cathode and gate are given by the same equations as
for the vacuum diode—eqns. (161)—(164)—with w replaced by dy.
By assumption, all this current passes through the gate. If the
accelerating electric field in the gate-anode region is sufficiently
high, the current between the gate and the anode will be emission-
limited to the amount determined by the cathode-gate condi-
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Fig. 5.—Geometry of a parallel-plate ideal vacuum triode.
The gate is an equipotential plane at potential Va, but is permeable to electrons.
tions. Thus, space charge in the gate-anode region may be
neglected, and also the transit time will be small compared with
that between the cathode and the gate. Thus, so long as the
anode potential is sufficiently high, the anode current will be
independent of anode voltage and the total charge in transit
and the transit time between cathode and anode are essentially
the same as those between cathode and gate given by eqns. (61)-
(64), again with w replaced by dx.
The incremental properties of this ideal triode may now be
found directly by application of eqns. (40)-(45), where gate and
anode quantities are distinguished by subscripts 1 and 2,
respectively:
Fig. 6.—Geometry of a vacuum triode, and potential and electron
density distributions.
Potential V (i) is that on a line through a grid wire; V (ii) is that on a line between
grid wires.
discussed by Dow.14 The potential, Ve, of the equivalent grid
plane may be found, in terms of the three capacitances shown
in Fig. 6, to be
Csiy
 + yr s ' p1/ _ ^ep
4-
i
Now the capacitances Cep and Cec are just the parallel-plate
capacitances appearing between the two pairs of planes, and are
given by
c = 3H>
-2 = = 0
(69)
(70)
r _fo
ep
 d2
r =- £°
cc
 3 d{
(75)
(76)
8 m ~~
0 + ")
\ 3m ) \m) d} 2 V,
. . . . (71)
n)C2
= 0
where due note is taken of the presence of space charge between
the cathode and grid and its absence between the grid and
anode. The third capacitance, Ceg, is much more difficult to
calculate, since it depends on the geometry of the actual grid
structure. However, it may be noted that this capacitance
always occurs in the ratio CegjCep, and the labour of calculating
Ceg may be avoided by defining this ratio as a geometry-
0 (72) dependent parameter /JL, thus
(73) With help of eqns. (75)-(77), eqn. (74) becomes
Hence the incremental model of an ideal triode contains only
the 'essential' elements Cx and gm discussed in Section 3 (apart
from direct electrostatic capacitances).
Since the ideal gate structure of a metallic layer a few atoms
thick is impractical, the nearest realizable approach is to gather
the atoms together into large groups with spaces between them.
This corresponds to the usual grid structure. The performance
will, of course, no longer be ideal, since the potential in the
plane of the grid wires will contain ripples, so that the potential
is that of the grid at a wire but is influenced strongly by the
anode potential in between the grid wires. For purposes of
analysis it is convenient to smooth out these ripples and to
suppose that the grid plane is at an average potential whose
value is between that of the grid and that of the anode. This
approximation will be reasonably accurate so long as the
potential ripples are negligible at the cathode—a condition ade-
quately met if the grid-cathode distance is several times the
spacing between the grid wires. Thus the cathode current may
be considered to be determined by the potential of the 'equivalent
grid plane', whose potential may be determined by the electro-
static relationships depicted in Fig. 6. The equivalent-grid-plane
concept has been described by Thompson13 and extensively
4d2
(77)
(78)
where S is again a geometry-dependent parameter defined in
the above equation. It may be noted that if Ceg -> oo, then
[A -> oo and S -> 1, thus Ve -> Vg and the grid becomes ideal.
The current flow is determined by the same relations as in
the vacuum diode given by eqns. (61)-(64), where Va is replaced
by Ve and w is replaced by d{. If cathode current is to flow,
Ve must be positive, but if grid current is not to flow, Vg must
be negative. This is the normal condition of operation. In
the absence of grid current the anode current is
yn ( 7 9 )
which is the familiar three-halves power law for a triode.
The incremental parameters may be found by applying the
basic charge-control relationships of eqns. (40)-(45), where again
subscripts 1 and 2 refer to grid anode and:
TiQ
= ??« • • • (80)
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l
3dlfi
Snt
G, =
G, = 0 for negative grid
(81)
= o (-^—) -jzh • • • {°2)
^ . (83)
. . . (84)
3m J
§ /4ef2x 1/3/1/3
It should be remembered that the parameters derived above are
the intrinsic parameters only, i.e. those for which the charge in
transit is directly responsible. In addition to these elements,
any extrinsic elements which may be present should be included
in the incremental model, and the most important of these is
the direct anode-grid inter-electrode capacitance C12. This is
easily found by star-delta transformation of the three capaci-
tances shown in Fig. 6 to be
(85)
By the same transformation, it is easily shown that
. (86)
and is independent of current so long as the restrictions imposed
on the above derivation are valid—a well-known result which
may be contrasted with the operating-current dependence of
both gm and G2 as shown by eqns. (82) and (83).
For typical values of /x between 10 and 100, the parameter B
is essentially unity and it may be observed that the transcon-
ductance, gm, of the practical triode is almost as great as that
of the ideal triode. From a circuit point of view the principal
effect of the departure from ideality in a practical triode is to
introduce a finite (and quite large) output conductance G2.
(4.3) Vacuum Tetrodes and Pentodes
Although historically the screen grid was introduced15 in
order to decrease the extrinsic element C12, in retrospect the
extra grid may be considered as serving the more fundamental
purpose of making the practical triode closer to the ideal triode.
This is accomplished by making the cathode current less depen-
dent on the anode voltage, which implies a larger value of /JL
and hence a smaller value of G2. Just as the grid and anode
were represented by an equivalent potential plane which allowed
the triode to be reduced to an equivalent diode, so the screen
grid and anode can be represented by an equivalent potential
plane which allows the tetrode to be reduced to an equivalent
triode. The geometry is such that the potential of the second
equivalent plane is determined largely by the screen potential,
the anode potential having little effect. Thus the anode potential
of the equivalent diode is, as it were, twice removed from the
actual anode potential.
One additional process of reduction allows the pentode to
be represented by an equivalent diode, and the routine may be
extended to a greater number of grids. Reference may be made
to Thompson13 and Dow14 for further details. From a charge
control point of view, no new principles are introduced by
extension to multi-electrode tubes, and the subject will not be
further pursued here.
(5) METAL-SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES
The fundamental characteristics of metal-semiconductor
devices can be derived by consideration, first of the properties
of metal-semiconductor junctions, and second, of the application
of the basic current-flow equations to carriers in semiconductors.
Only 2-terminal devices will be mentioned here and only highly
idealized models will be employed, since the features of interest
for the present discussion are not the characteristics of surface-
barrier or point-contact transistors but rather the similarity of
the carrier injection mechanism under certain conditions to that
in vacuum tubes, and the properties of the space-charge region
near the contact which are of importance in junction devices.
Consider a metal of work function </>m and an n-type semi-
conductor of work function <f)s, where <f>m > <f>s. When the
metal and the semiconductor are separate, the energy diagrams
are as shown in Figs. 8(a) and (c). If the two materials are
brought into contact, electrons will flow from the semiconductor
to the metal, thus exposing the fixed positive lattice charges in
the semiconductor and adding negative charge to the metal.
The transfer of electrons causes the metal to become more
negative and the semiconductor more positive, thus shifting the
energy diagrams relative to one another, and the flow of electrons
will cease when the two Fermi levels have become equal.
Consider now conditions in the semiconductor. The equation
for net charge density pe, eqn. (31), may be reduced to
Pe = Pn + Pd (87)
where pd is the net fixed charge density (donors minus acceptors)
and pn is the mobile electron charge density. If the material
is strongly n-type, mobile positive charge due to holes may be
neglected. If the semiconductor is isolated, the net charge
density pe is zero and pn = — pd. However, after equilibrium
with the metal has been reached, pn has become smaller in
magnitude near the junction, so that net positive charge remains.
Poisson's equation, (29), then requires a gradient of electric
field and hence a curvature of potential within the semiconductor.
The total change in potential within the semiconductor will
depend on the magnitude of the net charge density and the
distance over which it exists. A general solution is not obtain-
able in closed form, but a good approximation may be obtained
by assuming that complete mobile electron depletion occurs
throughout a distance ws from the junction into the semicon-
ductor, and that charge neutrality exists at all larger distances.
This assumption may be justified by noting that when the junction
is in thermal equilibrium the mobile electrons in the semicon-
ductor will occupy a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution in which
the density falls off exponentially with increasing energy. Thus
the potential in the semiconductor need depart only slightly from
its original value for the electron density to change considerably,
so that the net charge density is essentially that due only to the
fixed charges. The assumption of a sudden discontinuity
between regions of complete electron depletion and of charge
neutrality also has the very considerable advantage that condi-
tions in each region can be evaluated separately and then matched
at the discontinuity.
Conditions in the metal-semiconductor junction near the dis-
continuity in the semiconductor are shown in Fig. 7. It is
convenient to establish a co-ordinate system such that distance
x is measured from the discontinuity towards the junction, and
the charge-neutral region is considered as at zero potential. For
one-dimensional geometry, Poisson's equation applied to the
depletion region is
. . (88)
Two integrations of eqn. (88) then give the relation between the
total change in potential Vs in the semiconductor and the
distance ws over which the change occurs, i.e.
(89)
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Fig. 7.—Charge densities, net charge density and potential in an n-type
semiconductor near a metal contact.
A sharp discontinuity is assumed between a transition region of complete charge
depletion and a region of charge neutrality.
A precisely analogous result is obtained for the metal, which
becomes more negative by an amount Vm because this net charge
density is negative owing to addition of electrons from the
semiconductor. However, it is easily seen that Vm is much less
than F9, for the following reason. The total number of addi-
tional electrons in the metal cannot be greater than the total
number which left the semiconductor, and because the original
density of electrons in the metal was much greater than that in
the semiconductor, the transfer of electrons from one to the
other results in a much smaller fractional disturbance in their
density in the metal than in the semiconductor. Consequently,
a much smaller change in potential will occur in the metal than
in the semiconductor. Since the junction between the metal and
the semiconductor is in equilibrium when the two Fermi levels
become equal, the total potential change across the junction is
equal to the original difference between the work functions.
By the above argument, the energy diagram of the metal will
remain undisturbed up to the junction, and essentially the whole
potential change will occur within the semiconductor. The
results of the above discussion are shown in Fig. 8, where the
energy diagrams of the metal and the semiconductor are isolated
in Figs. 8(a) and (c), and the combined energy diagram after
equilibrium has been established is Fig. 8(6). The total distance
over which the potential changes is called the 'transition region',
which is essentially all within the semiconductor, and is equal
to w4. From eqn. (89), the thickness, ws, of the transition
region is related to the original difference in the work functions
and the semiconductor donor charge density, pd, by
2
€
 s rs Tin fs (90)
If an external battery is connected across the junction, the
current is determined by those electrons which have enough
energy to overcome the potential barrier at the junction. The
Fig. 8.—Energy diagrams of a metal and an n-type semiconductor,
(a) and (c) before contact, and (b) in equilibrium after contact
(rectifying contact, §m > </>s).
situation is precisely the same as in a metal-vacuum junction,
described in Section 4: the unidirectional thermal current across
the junction is given by eqn. (51), in which W$ is replaced by Wb
(the barrier height) as defined in Fig. 8. Then
/, = ATh- (91)
and A is again 1 -20 x 106amp/m2/deg K2.
In thermal equilibrium, of course, the net junction current is
zero, because there is on the average an equal and opposite
current. However, if an external battery is connected in such
a way that the semiconductor is made negative by a voltage Vb,
the height of the barrier for electrons moving from the semi-
conductor will be reduced by the battery voltage while that for
electrons moving from the metal to the semiconductor will be
unaltered [see Fig. 9(a)]. Thus there will be a net flow of
I—transition region
( a ) (b)
Fig. 9.—Dependence of transition-region thickness on applied
voltage across a metal-to-n-type-semiconductor junction.
(a) Forward bias. (6) Reverse bias.
electrons from the semiconductor to the metal which constitutes
a current equal to the difference of the two unidirectional
thermal currents:
/ = AT2e~^w» ~ y»W' - ATh-Wir, = / / £ n / ^ _ i) (92)
where the conventional current is positive when flowing from
the metal to the semiconductor. If the semiconductor is made
more positive, as shown in Fig. 9(6), the only difference in the
above argument is that Vh reverses sign, and the barrier height
is increased for electrons moving from the semiconductor to
the metal. Thus in the limit the net current becomes merely
the unidirectional thermal current Is, and eqn. (92) is valid for
either polarity of applied voltage. This is a rectifier charac-
teristic. It should be noted that the above argument based on
the unidirectional thermal current, known as the emission
theory, is valid only if the thickness of the transition region,
ws, is smaller than the mean free path of electrons. If this
condition does not hold, the current crossing the transition
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region is controlled by drift and diffusion requirements, and the
current/voltage relationship is of the same form as eqn. (92),
except that Is is different from the value given by eqn. (91). The
argument leading to this result is known as the diffusion theory,
and has been described by Spenke16 and by van der Ziel.17
The development will not be carried further, because it will
instead be given in connection with semiconductor junctions.
Two further important results may be obtained from the
preceding discussion. The total potential change Vs (known as
the diffusion potential) across the structure determines the
thickness of the transition region in a given material. When an
external battery is connected, the total potential change is the
algebraic sum of the diffusion potential (equal to the difference
of the work functions) and the applied voltage. Under the
condition that all the potential change is absorbed in the semi-
conductor, the thickness of the transition region, xt, in the
presence of a forward bias voltage Vb is given by eqn. (89) as
transition region
— K = —x2 • • (93)
where xt = ws when Vb = 0. The fact that the thickness of
the transition region is dependent on the applied voltage is of
great importance. For the present, the most important conse-
quence of this property is that it gives rise to a transition-region
capacitance, since a change in voltage changes the total net
charge on one side of the junction. Since this capacitance is
non-linear, it is usual to obtain an expression for the incremental
transition-region capacitance Ct, thus: a change in voltage dV
causes a change in transition region thickness dxt, which implies
a change in net charge of p,,dxt. Hence
dvjr^v(vs-vb) - • (94)
by eqn. (93).
The above description of the properties of a metal-to-n-type-
semiconductor junction applies only when the work function
of the metal is greater than that of the semiconductor. If the
reverse is true, the potential within the semiconductor shown in
Fig. 8 curves the other way, and the current resulting from an
external applied potential is limited only by the resistance of
the semiconductor. Such a structure is called an 'ohmic' or
'accumulation' junction. Analogous arguments can be applied
to metal-to-/j-type semiconductor junctions; such a junction is
rectifying if the work function of the metal is smaller than that
of the semiconductor, and ohmic if the reverse is true.
The brief discussion of metal-to-semiconductor junctions given
in this Section has neglected the possible presence of surface
double layers and surface states, which introduce greater com-
plexity into the analysis and modify the results, in some cases to
a drastic extent.16'17
(6) SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES
The fundamental characteristics of semiconductor devices can
be simply derived by application of the basic current-flow
equations, first to the transition regions of p-n junctions (deple-
tion regions), and then to the charge-neutral regions. Applica-
tion of the basic charge-control relations leads to equations for
the elements in the incremental model.
(6.1) The p-n Junction Diode
The energy diagrams of separate n-type and p-type semicon-
ductors are shown in Fig. 10. When a junction between the
two materials is formed, the energy diagrams shift relative to
one another by an amount equal to the difference of the work
functions. By analogy with the metal-to-semiconductor junc-
tion, essentially all the potential change occurs within the
n- type
semi-
conductor
"n
• • • • • • •
" " < > $ • • "
p.
Fermi'
level
/ I
* - W s - • (
i
i
p- type
semi-
conductor
np
• • •
$ '<> $ <>
P.
(a) (6) (c)
Fig. 10.—Energy diagram of n-type and p-type semiconductors, (a) and(c) before contact, and (6) in equilibrium after contact (conduc-
tivity of n-region much higher than that of jj-region).
j?-region if the conductivity of the n-region is much higher than
that of the /»-region. The energy diagram of the n-region is
essentially undisturbed up to the junction, and a transition
region of mobile charge depletion occurs in the /^-region. The
energy diagram of the p-n junction in equilibrium is shown in
the middle of Fig. 10.
At first sight it appears that a p-n junction should be an
ohmic structure, because both electrons and holes can easily
cross the transition region. The ohmic resistance to electrons
in the /7-region is very high, because of the low density of
electrons, and similarly the ohmic resistance to holes in the
n-region is very high. Thus it seems that the device would
exhibit a high resistance for either polarity of applied voltage.
However, this argument does not account for the possibility
of exchange of current between electrons and holes through
the process of generation and recombination, nor for the possi-
bility that minority carrier current may be carried by diffusion
instead of by drift. Attempts to treat the p-n junction by the
emission theory applicable to a metal-semiconductor junction
also fail, because the thickness of the transition region is greater
than the mean free path of mobile carriers. It is therefore
necessary to apply the basic equations of current flow to the
transition region and to the charge-neutral regions separately,
and to obtain the complete solution by matching boundary
conditions.
net charge
density
in p region
mobile carrier
densities
Fig. 11.—Geometry of a p-n junction diode, and electron and hole
densities in the charge-depletion and the charge-neutral regions(high-level injection).
Consider a p-n junction diode as shown in Fig. 11. This is
drawn in a manner similar to that of the vacuum diode of Fig. 4,
where the n-region replaces the emitting cathode and the/>-region
replaces the vacuum. The /t-region is assumed to be of very
high conductivity, so that only conditions in the j?-region need
be considered. The simplifying assumption is made of complete
mobile charge depletion in the transition region, thus exposing
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the fixed acceptor charge density pa = — eNa, and of charge
neutrality in the remainder of the /7-region.
If an external battery of voltage Vb is applied across the
junction with the j?-type side positive, electrons will flow from
the /^-region through the w-region, thus increasing the electron
density above its equilibrium value. Let the electron density
at the edge of the transition region on the /?-type side (the
'injected density') be n0 in the presence of an externally-applied
voltage Vb. The total voltage drop across the device, Vb, will
in general be divided into two parts—that across the transition
region, Vj, and that across the neutral /^-region, Vp. (That across
the «-region is neglected because of the high conductivity.) The
voltage Vj subtracts from the diffusion potential Wa in the same
way as shown for the metal-semiconductor junction in Fig. 9,
and also affects the thickness of the transition region and gives
rise to a capacitance.
A relation between the injected electron density and the
voltage across the transition region may be obtained by applying
the basic current-flow equations to the transition region. The
electrons in the transition region are subject to opposing drift
and diffusion tendencies. The net electron current which flows
through the p-n junction device is the difference between these
tendencies, and any reasonable net current represents only a very
small unbalance of the opposing drift and diffusion tendencies.
Thus it is a good approximation to suppose the drift and diffusion
currents within the transition region to be equal and opposite
even in the presence of an externally applied voltage.18 This
condition is expressed for a one-dimensional structure by setting
the sum of eqns. (306) and (30c) equal to zero, where for
electrons p — — en:
dV 1 dn
 n
^
0
Use of the Einstein relation, eqn. (22), then leads to
— dV — -dn = 0
fV, n
and then direct integration over the transition region gives
n0 = nj-W
(96)
(97)
since the electron density changes from nn at the n-side to nQ
at the /?-side with a corresponding change in potential of
Wa — Vj. This result can be simplified by noting that in
equilibrium when Vj = 0, n0 is equal to its equilibrium value
np, and hence Wa may be eliminated from eqn. (97), giving
This result is the familiar expression for the injected electron
density into the charge-neutral part of the /^-region.
A similar process leads to a relation between n0 and the
portion Vp of the external voltage which is dropped across the
charge-neutral part of the /^-region. If recombination in the
/7-region is neglected, the net hole current is zero at all points
in the /7-region, since none can flow into the ^-region (unity
emitter efficiency, because of the assumed very high n-region
conductivity). Hence the sum of the hole drift and diffusion
currents is zero, and
" + X > , I * _ 0 . . . . (99)rpdx pp dx
The hole density at each end of the charge-neutral /7-region is
found from the subsidiary relation, eqn. (31), with pe = 0. At
the outside edge of the /7-region the electron density is at its
equilibrium value np, because of high surface recombination;
Thushence the hole density is at its equilibrium value pp.
0=pp-np-Na . .
At the edge of the transition region the electron density is nOr
and if the hole density is p0, then
O=po-no-Na . . . .
Thus Po=Pp+no—np~pp + no. . . (102)
if the p-region is fairly heavily doped. It is therefore known
that the hole density varies from pp + n0 at one end of the
charge-neutral /^-region to pp at the other, with a corresponding
voltage change of Vp. Integration of eqn. (99) with these
boundary values gives
. . . . (103>
The total applied voltage Vb may now be found from eqns. (98)
and (103): )J .
where
Z)  . (104)
(105)
It remains to find the current through the p-n junction as a
function of n0. Since the hole current is zero, the net current is
essentially the electron current, which is the same at any cross-
section, since recombination is neglected. It is most convenient
to calculate the electron current in the charge-neutral part of the
p-region, where the expressions for the electron and hole current
densities are, from eqns. (28), (306) and (30c),
dV
 ~
dn
 . . (106)
n
d
^-eDd±dx pdx • (107)/, = 0 = -
In the charge-neutral /^-region
P = PP + n
at any point, and thus dVjdx and p can be eliminated from
eqns. (106) and (107):
im = e D m f ( P L Z 2 2 ) . . . . ( 1 0 8 )
"dx\pp — nJ
Since /„ is independent of position, eqn. (108) can be integrated
directly to give
^ ( ) ( ) g « ( ) (109)
npp \ pp J \ pp J
where the x-origin is chosen as the edge of the transition region
on the p-type side, and the thickness of the charge-neutral
/7-region is w. Since n = n0 when x = 0, eqn. (109) can be
written
= ifz-'V)-log,(I+Z-"J)
\ pp) \ pp/
I i f z ) l o g , ( I + Z ) . (no)
eDnpp  
where / == — /„ and is the total conventional current density
flowing from the p-region.
It is of interest to notice from eqn. (109) that the electron
density, n, is almost linear with distance in the charge-neutral
p-region; hence the total electron charge in excess of the equili-
brium value is closely given by
_ e(n0 - np)w = e£pW{z _ "p
U
 ~ 2 2 \ (111)
and thus with use of the basic relation / = Q/rt, the transit
time, r,, of electrons is
»
2l2Dn
T, =
2 -
(112)
(100)
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The carrier densities in the charge-neutral part of the ^-region tance and conductance increase in direct proportion to the
are shown in Fig. 11. current.
Eqns. (104) and (110)—(112) give the total voltage, total current, For reverse bias, C is as given by eqn. (94) and G — 0.
total charge and carrier transit time in terms of the physical
constants of the device and of the parameter Z = nQlpp. This (6.2) The p-n Junction Transistor
parameter is the same as the Z defined by Webster,19 and its value j n order to provide a gate mechanism in a semiconductor
is a convenient means of distinguishing between the two limiting diode and thus to create a 3-terminal charge-control device,
cases of low-level and high-level injection. If Z < 1, the injected
 m eans must be found to control the current of a p-n junction
electron density is much less than the equilibrium hole density by one electrode and yet to collect the current at an independent
in the/J-region, and the parametric equations reduce to electrode.
y. = wt logE (no/n ) (113) The problem is in principle simpler than that of introducing aP
 gate into an electron stream between cathode and anode in a
j _ eDn(no — np) (\\A) vacuum. The minority carrier current of electrons injected into
w
 the ^-region of a p-n junction is determined by the potential of
e(n — n ) w t n e P-region with respect to the n-region, and flows through the
Q = 2—~— (115) 77-region. Now if the /^-region ohmic contact is moved around
to the side of the ^ -region, and another n-region is attached to
Tt=w2/2Dn (116) the large-area face of the p-region, a 3-electrode structure results.
and an explicit relation between / and Vb is obtainable, namely T h e ^-region is, in fact, an ideal gate controlling the current
flowing from one n-region to the other: it is an equipotential
I= /s(£ * '— 1) (117) region whose potential is determined by the charge placed in the
which is the familiar junction rectification equation, where /^-region and yet is permeable to electrons. The conditions in
the original p-n junction are almost the same as those already
/ — elJnnp (118) discussed for the p-n junction rectifier; the only difference is
w
 that because of the modified geometry the injected electron
is the reverse saturation current current arrives at the second n-region instead of at the outside
If Z > 1, the injected electron density is much greater than terminal whose voltage is Vb. The only requirement on the
the equilibrium hole density in the ^-region, and the parametric s e c o n d "-region is that it should have a positive potential, so
equations reduce to ^ a t ^ e s e c o n d P~n junction is biased in the reverse direction
and any electrons which reach the junction are swept across into
Vb = Wt\ogt(~Z2j . . . . (119) the n-region. The three electrodes which correspond to the
^
np ' cathode, grid and anode of a vacuum tube are in the semi-
conductor triode (transistor) the emitter, base and collector,
W"~Z (120) respectively.
Tt
~22Dn
(121)
(122)
Again an explicit relation between / and V is obtainable, being
(123)
where T, _
1 o
(124)
It should be observed in both eqns. (118) and (124) that w is a
function of Vb, since the thickness of the charge-neutral/?-region
is equal to the total physical length of the /7-region minus the
transition region thickness, which is a function of V). This effect
is of considerable importance in transistors, but is not of impor-
tance in diodes unless the thickness of thep-region is very small.
The 2-electrode semiconductor diode is a degenerate form of
charge-control device in which the input and output terminals
are the same, namely the anode. As for the vacuum diode,
subscripts 1 and 2 in the charge-control formulae of Section 3
can be omitted when calculating the incremental parameters,
and thus (for low-level injection)
Vb
P
f
-eN 0 Pa re
net charge
density
in p region
/ o V \^sPp+ln(fnp)
Pn \ "n
mobile carrier
densities
9L
 = TI1
wt wt
G=— - n)C _ /
(125)
• (126)
since n = 0 for charge-neutral current flow in a semiconductor.
In contrast to the vacuum diode, both the incremental capaci-
Fig. 12.—Geometry of an n-p-n junction transistor, and electron
and hole densities in the/>-region (high-level injection).
Fig. 12 shows the n-p-n transistor structure and the electron
and hole density distributions in the p-region for forward-biased
base-emitter junction and reverse-biased collector-base junction.
It is assumed that both the emitter and collector n-regions are
of very high conductivity and that in consequence their injection
efficiencies are essentially unity. There are charge-depletion
regions at both ends of the /^-region, and the active base region
of thickness w is the charge-neutral part of the ^-region between
the two charge-depletion regions.
Conditions in the base region of an n-p-n transistor are the
same as those in the p-region of a p-n junction diode, except
that the boundary value of the electron density at the collector
side of the base region is n ~ 0 rather than n = np, because of
the reverse bias at the collector. The parametric equations for
the base-emitter voltage, Vb, collector-emitter (conventional)
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current density, /, total injected electron charge, Q, in the base,
and transit time, rt, are therefore the same as given in eqns. (104)
and (110)-(112), except that the terms in np in eqns. (110)-(112)
are zero:
r^za+z)i
K J
eDnpp
= 2Z- log B ( l + Z ) .
2 log£ (1 + Z)
(127)
(128)
(129)
(130)
For low-level injection (Z < 1) these relations reduce to
Vb = Wt log£ (nolnp) . . . . (131)
/=£^> (132)
Q =
r , = w2/2Dn
033)
(134)
The basic charge-control relations of Section 3 can now be
applied to obtain the incremental parameters, giving
d = 9L = Z£
Wt Wt
(135)
8m
(1 + «)C,
Wt
C, = G, = C, = 0
. . . (136)
. . . (137)
The incremental equivalent circuit is therefore as shown in
Fig. 2, but with C2, Gt and G2 omitted, as in the case of the
ideal vacuum tube. However, just as the grid of a practical
vacuum tube falls short of being ideal, so does the base region
of a transistor. Departures from ideality in the transistor arise
from two sources: first, the unavoidable presence of recombina-
tion in the base region (so far neglected) introduces base input
conductance Gx; second, the dependence of the two transition-
region thicknesses on the emitter and collector voltages causes
the base thickness w to be likewise dependent, and thus intro-
duces output conductance and capacitance G2 and C2 because
of the dependence of / and Q on w. These departures from
ideality are sufficiently great to require inclusion even in a basic
treatment of the transistor.
In discussing the departure from ideality due to the practical
grid in a vacuum triode, it was convenient to introduce an
arbitrary parameter ju, which was subsequently found to be the
ratio between the incremental anode and grid voltages at con-
stant anode current. This procedure by-passed the necessity of
investigating in detail the geometry of the grid structure. It is
convenient to proceed in an analogous manner in attempting to
account for base-region recombination in a transistor, since it is
difficult to calculate the base recombination current without
detailed knowledge of the base geometry, physical properties
and surface condition. Let an arbitrary parameter j8 be intro-
duced, defined as the ratio between the incremental collector
and base currents at constant collector voltage, i.e.
(138)
current as fx is of anode voltage and current, but sufficiently
accurate results for most purposes can be obtained by assuming
j3 to be constant.
The effect of the collector and emitter voltages on the base
width can easily be introduced. The transition-region thickness
as a function of junction voltage is given in eqn. (93), and the
effective base thickness, w, can then be found if the physical
thickness of the p-region is known. For calculation of incre-
mental parameters, only the change in the collector transition-
region thickness need be considered, since the base-emitter
incremental voltage is very small. Moreover, it is more con-
venient to leave formulae in terms of ~bwl~dVc, where Vc is the
collector reverse-bias voltage, rather than to substitute an explicit
expression for this dependence. Although ~bw/7)Vc is a negative
number, it will be assumed positive in order to avoid writing
minus signs in the expressions for element values in the incre-
mental equivalent circuit.
With the inclusion of the effects of base recombination and
voltage-dependent base width, application of the basic charge-
control relations to eqns. (131)-(134) gives, for low-level
injection,
wt •
dA II
G, =
8m —
n
(1 + n)C2 I
(139)
=
 ~BWt ' ( 140>
= ^ • (HI)
(142)
(1 + «)C,
wt
(143)
When drawing the incremental equivalent circuit it must be
remembered that the five parameters Cl5 G\, C2, G2, gm have all
been defined as short-circuit quantities. Thus it is not imme-
diately known, for example, whether the output conductance G2
actually exists between collector and emitter, or whether some of
this conductance is between collector and base. However, the
difficulty can be resolved by recalling that, by assumption, a
fraction 1//? of the collector current flows in the base; hence the
output conductance G2 is divided in such a way that a fraction
G2lft exists between the collector and the base, and a fraction
G2(\ — 1//3) exists between the collector and the emitter. The
same conclusions apply to the division of the output capacitance
C2. Fig. 13 shows the intrinsic equivalent circuit embodying
the results of the above discussion.
collector
emitter
Unfortunately, jS is not as independent of collector voltage and
Fig. 13.—Incremental model of a junction transistor, showing 'para-
sitic' elements in addition to the 'essential' elements gm and C\(low-level injection).
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In addition to the intrinsic elements, the extrinsic elements
Cte, Ctc and rb should be included in a complete equivalent
circuit, where rb is here the ohmic base resistance. Some
simplifications may be made, however: Cte is often much
smaller than Cu and may be omitted; C2 is small enough to
be omitted at most frequencies at which the equivalent circuit is
valid; G2(l — l/j8) may be written simply as G2, since in any
useful transistor ft is much greater than unity. Thus the com-
plete equivalent circuit including intrinsic and extrinsic elements
of importance is as shown in Fig. 14, and is recognized to be
identical with the hybrid-7i model introduced by Giacoletto.3
c o l l e c t o r
e m i t t e r
Fig. 14.—Simplified incremental model of a junction transistor,
with the addition of the 'extrinsic' elements Ctc and rb.
For low-level injection, G - 7/3 Wt, C = fctolWt,gm = II Wt.
For high-level injection, G — IJ2$lVt, C = /TJO/4W(,&» = l)2Wt.
The incremental model discussed above is valid only for low-
level injection. To obtain a model valid for arbitrary injection
levels the general expressions of eqns. (127)—(130) must be used
in deriving the incremental parameters. The carrier densities
in the charge-neutral part of the base region are shown in Fig. 12.
The results are
G = T^tI 1 + ZWt 1 + 2Z
1
2 -
logs (1 + Z)
c = zd —
2
 w TtV
_ 1_
8m
~Wt
l
2 - loge (1 + Z)
where
rt0
2 - io&(i +zy
. . (148)
. (149)
The same arguments used in setting up the complete incremental
model for low-level injection are also applicable for arbitrary
injection level. The results for high-level injection (Z > 1) are
shown in Fig. 14.
(6.2.1) Junction-Transistor Saturation Currents.
Incremental equivalent circuits for a junction transistor biased
in the normal amplifying manner are developed in the preceding
Section. In order to establish a given operating point, suitable
bias circuits must be employed to minimize variations due to
changes in the d.c. characteristics of the transistor.
The two transistor parameters of most importance in establish-
ing the d.c. operating point are the collector saturation current
and the base-emitter voltage. The collector saturation current
is not controlled by the input voltage and, when the collector is
reverse-biased, is present even when the input voltage is zero.
Under these conditions the electron density at the emitter side
of the charge-neutral base region of an n-p-n transistor is np,
and that at the collector side is practically zero. Under the
usual assumption of very small recombination rate in the base
region, the electron density is nearly linear within the charge-
neutral base region and a diffusion current of magnitude eDnnplw
exists at the collector. This quantity has previously been
defined as 7, in eqn. (118). Because the electron density in
the base is not equal to its equilibrium value, recombination and
generation will not balance and a base current will therefore be
present. Let the base current be a fraction, 1/jS, of the collector
current Is, where it must be borne in mind that the value of jS
at such low currents is frequently much smaller than that defined
for high operating currents by eqn. (138). Under these con-
ditions of short-circuited base-emitter and reverse-biased col-
lector, the electron density and current distributions in the base
of an n-p-n transistor are as shown in Figs. 15(«) and (b).
collector
I base
emitter
(a)
( b )
(144) -£
(145)
(146)
(147)
Fig. 15.—Collector saturation currents in an n-p-n transistor under
various conditions.
The collector junction is reverse biased in all cases.
The electron distribution in the base for Vt = 0 is shown in (a). Current dis-
tributions for Vb = 0, h = 0, and Ie = 0 are shown in (6), (c), and (rf) respectively.
Now let the short-circuit be removed from the base-emitter
and the base left floating. If j8 is assumed to remain constant,
then superposition may be used to determine the new collector
current. Conditions are as shown in Fig. 15(c), in which an
additional base current /s/j8 is required to cancel that present
when Vb — 0. It then follows that the collector current with
open base, defined as IceQ, is
(150)
If the emitter instead of the base is left open, the corresponding
derivation of the new collector current requires an additional
emitter current 7/1 — 1//?) to cancel that present when Vb = 0,
as shown in Fig. 15(d). It then follows that the collector current
with open base, usually known as Ic0, is
/I - J T 2I* (151)
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From eqns. (150) and (151) it is seen that Ice0 = (1 + £)/<#,
a familiar relation. However, the derivation indicates that Ice0
is a more fundamental quantity than I&, in that the saturation
current Jce0 is characteristic of the ideal transistor and its value
is independent of any non-ideality. In contrast, Ic0 is strongly
dependent upon j8, which has been shown to be a measure of
the departure of the practical transistor from ideal. The basic
relation between the direct currents is therefore
in preference to the more usual
1 =
. . . . (152)
. . . . (153)
dl.ceO
The temperature dependence of IceQ—of special importance in
the design of bias networks—is essentially that of np. The
equilibrium minority-carrier density, np, in the base increases
rapidly with temperature, with a corresponding increase in Ice0.
The dependence is usually given as a percentage increase, and
approximately
9 • 3 % per deg C for germanium at 27° C ]
'ceo l 14% per degC for silicon at 27°C
The base-emitter direct voltage for arbitrary injection level is
given in eqn. (127) in terms of the injection-level parameter Z.
The collector current / is given in terms of Z in eqn. (128). If
the current is held constant with change in temperature, it is
seen that Z is essentially constant (unless the intrinsic temperature
range is approached, in which case pp ceases to be constant)
and the temperature dependence of Vb is contained in Wt and
np only. Since the equilibrium minority-carrier density in the
base may be expressed in the form
"p i Y C " \1J->J
where the temperature dependence of the constant N is negligible
compared with that of the exponential term, the base-emitter
voltage Vb may be written
(156)
Hence
•dT=el°&
\PpZ{\ + Z)~|
. . (157)
(158)
Although this last result appears to show that dVb\dT is a
function of temperature, this is not true, since Vb and T are
not independent. Eqn. (157) shows that dVb\dT is indeed
independent of temperature (below the intrinsic temperature
range) at any injection level, although it does depend on injec-
tion level. Approximate numerical values are
dVb __ \ — 1 -4mV per degC for germanium |
dT" \ - 2 0 mV per degC for silicon J ( 1 5 9 )
(7) CONCLUSIONS
An attempt to develop the theory of vacuum tubes and tran-
sistors as examples of charge-controlled devices has been made.
The emphasis has been on the basic similarity of these devices,
and in order to illuminate the underlying unity of the approach,
only the salient features of the devices have been discussed. In
spite of the simplicity of the analysis, many results have been
derived which are obtained only with considerably greater com-
plexity by the classical approaches. Although devices more
elaborate that the vacuum triode and the diffusion-limited
junction transistor have not been discussed, the methods are
applicable to multi-electrode vacuum tubes, gas tubes, drift
transistors and to the new class of solid-state devices based on
space-charge-limited current flow.20 Much remains to be done
in the development of a fully-integrated treatment of vacuum
and solid-state devices. It is felt that the approach here described
is a powerful yet simple tool for understanding a rapidly growing
class of electronic devices.
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